
 

 

 
Abstract—The edge waviness in hot rolled steel is a common 

defect. Variables that affect such defect include raw material and 
machine. These variables are necessary to consider to understand 
such defect. This research studied the defect of edge waviness for SS 
400 of metal sheet manufacture. Defect of metal sheets were divided 
into two groups. The specimens were investigated on chemical 
composition and mechanical properties to find the difference. The 
results of investigation showed that the difference was not significant. 
Therefore the roll mill machine should be used to adjust to support 
another location on a roller to avoide edge waviness. 

 
Keywords—Edge waviness, Hot rolling steel, Metal sheet defect, 

SS 400, Roll leveler.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE hot rolling steel sheet generally is a low carbon steel 
which are delivered, mainly, in normalized condition and 

cut to length sheet. Their sheet quality, including the flatness 
and sheet distortion, depend on the residual stress from the hot 
rolling process. The residual stress made the steel sheet wavy 
at its edge. The assumption of edge waviness was the 
changing of microstructure of steel in hot or warm rolling 
temperature. The cooling rate in the middle of the sheet was 
quicker than at the edge. The unstable cooling or unbalance 
cooling band in the width of steel had directly affected to steel 
microstructure. Therefore, this paper reviewed the 
microstructure of steel by using metallurgical method to verify 
the root cause of edge waviness.  

 

 

Fig. 1 Typical coil defects 
 

This research studies the edge waviness during the process 
of manufacture. The steel coil was uncoilling from the roll to 
the first rolled mill as seen in Fig. 2. It continued on to the 
second rolled mill set. Then they were cut into sheets. It was 
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found that the metal sheets were produced with edge waviness 
defect. Therefore the researcher focused on the finding ways 
to resolve the edge waviness defect through this study.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Process of uncoil and shear of coil steel 

II. LITERATURE REVIEWS 

To control the properties of steel, both its composition and 
the applied heat treatment are of paramount importance. 
During the hot rolling process, the cooling process is of main 
importance to control the properties of steel. The effect of the 
cooling applies after hot rolling that is usually described with 
CCT diagrams as these describe the steel’s transformation 
behavior under continuous cooling conditions. The 
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Fig. 6 The microstructure of the edge waviness defect of the 
specimen in Group 1 is different at (a) the cross section of the center 
(b) the cross section of the edge (c) the cross section in the direction 
of rolling on the center (d) the cross section in the direction of the 
rolling on the edge of the specimen (e) the center of the specimen 

surface and (f) the surface of the edge of the specimen 
  

In stage No.2, a leveler uses adjustable pressure points 
called flights under the roll to raise and lower them to a 
precise position. By adjusting a work roll's shape, you can 
alter the material path length through the leveler. A longer 
path length allows material to be stretched more because more 
work is being performed on it as it passes through the rolls. 
Lastly, in the stage No.3, it's time to reset the strip's memory 
to flat as it leaves the leveler. The appearance of the material 
shipped to the end user is achieved in the final three roll 
clusters. If the roll gap is set too deep, the material will be 
forced upward by the last roll, creating up-bow. It's normal to 
set the leveler's exit gap near the material's gauge, a simple but 
important rule of thumb. Therefore, if the machine can control 
the flow of steel sheet through the roller set. The edge 
waviness defect can be eradicated. 

While the processing of metal sheet, which is the process 
for a rolled mill and cut on the metal sheet that affects the 
product. The rolled mill machine includes roller which can be 
classified into three groups: Remove Memory, stretch and 
reset memory as presented in Fig. 8. Therefore the rolled mill 
machine is a variable that affects the product significantly, 
especially the roller set. The rollers move through the roller set 
and bend (Fig. 9) which effect for tensile stress and 
compressive stress above the yield point on both surfaces, 
which causes for changes in size and shape.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 The microstructure of the edge waviness defect of the 
specimen in Group 2 is different at (a) the cross section of the center 
(b) the cross section of the edge (c) the cross section in the direction 
of rolling on the center (d) the cross section in the direction of the 
rolling on the edge of the specimen (e) the center of the specimen 

surface and (f) the surface of the edge of the specimen 
 

 

Fig. 8 The process of rolled mill for metal sheet consists of remove 
memory, stretch and reset the memory 

 
As the neutral axis of the sheet metal is not affected by the 

bending stress, it exceeds to the yield point of the material, 
therefore the neutral axis has flexible and spring back that 
affect to flat for the product. Therefore, it is necessary to have 
a tensile stress occurred during rolling process. There is a 
neutral axis of sheet that has a tensile load exceed yield point. 
It causes deformation at the neutral axis. The roller effected to 
exceed the tensile stress at the neutral axis in metal sheet 
during the operation. So tensile stress is also depends on other 
factors as well, especially the height of the upper and lower 
roller set. 

 

 

Fig. 9 The roll move through the roller set and bend which effect for 
tensile stress and compressive stress above yield point  

on both surfaces 
 
The quality of the roller set also affects the quality of the 

product. The roller set such as Flattener, Straightener and 
Shape correction leveler, the three characteristics that must be 
used accordingly. 

The Flattener (Fig. 10) is designed to be supported with 

(f) (e) 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(f) (e) 

(d) 
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VI. CONCUSSION 

The results of chemical composition and mechanical 
properties of the two groups showed no significant difference 
with the standard. While the rolled mill manufacturing process 
on the machine that has the limited capability could not 
achieved to goals. So the machine should be used to adjust to 
support another location on a roller to avoide edge waviness. 
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